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Objectives

u Discuss how language impacts survivor’s success from the criminal justice 
system through the healing process

u Explore “victim blaming” and “consent language” in both written and 
spoken forms

u Discuss how to utilize a more universal language to overcome barriers 
faced by underserved populations

u Discuss tips to spread awareness and bring change
u Within Advocacy & SART

u Within the Community



Disclaimer 

u We are not linguists! 

u We are advocates that realize the importance of language

u Researched the topic to educate and increase awareness in our field

u Educate ourselves to enhance victim-centered response

u We recognize that Body Language is a huge part of the discussion, but not 
included in this presentation. 



Linguistics 

u The scientific study of language and its structure

u Includes syntax

u Semantics

u Structure 

u Typically centered around “maleness as a norm” and “invisibility of women”



Language

u Language is social
u Our word choices vary 

u The way we speak varies
u Quick Exercise 

u Conveys our thoughts & Communicates a message
u Beliefs
u Bias
u Assumptions 

u Words carry a history with them and have emotion behind them



Why Language?

u Words hurt



Why Language?

u Words hurt

u Language is one of the key components of secondary victimization

u Impacts include:
u Increased PTSD & other trauma symptoms

u Illness

u Reduce victim’s self-esteem

u Trust in legal system

u Lead to disenchanted view of the world



Trauma-Informed Perceptions

u “Uncooperative” Victim/Patient/Survivor
u It is important to educate on how trauma impacts the 

way a survivor may present
u While someone may seem, “uncooperative”, many times 

their reactions can be explained by trauma COMBINED 
WITH lack of food, sleep, and dehydration 

u The words we use during this time can either shame the 
victim or reinforce trust with the agency instead of 
withdrawal from the case and system 

u Consider language or culture barriers

u “Doesn’t seem upset” 
u No affect is common

u Word choice can either reinforce numbing or 
communicate importance of care/common responses 
after a traumatic event



Recovery from Immediate Trauma is 
also affected by:

u Severity of the crisis reaction
u Ability to understand in retrospect what happened
u Stability of victim/survivor equilibrium after the 

event
u Supportive environment
u Validation of the experience



Sources of Secondary Victimization

u The Criminal Justice System
u The Media
u Family, Friends, or acquaintances
u Clergy
u Hospital and Emergency Room personnel
u Health and Mental Health professionals
u Social Service Workers
u Victim Service Workers
u Schools or educators
u Victims’ Compensation System



Conflicting influences presented as mandates or 
strong suggestions fail to support the victim’s ability 
to make choices. 



Some examples include:

u Remove “You should” and “You need to” from your vocabulary

u Victim assistance providers who insist that victims report the crime.

u Clergy who counsel domestic violence victims to stay with an abusive 
partner.

u Law enforcement officers who tell a sexual assault victim she may just as well 
have not reported the crime since their story is so sketchy.

u Prosecutors who disregard the survivors well being because winning the case 
is more important.



Why Language?

u It is used to reinforce the idea of Victim Precipitation
u The idea that the victim in some way caused or is in part responsible for the 

sexual assault. 

u Locations, actions, who they were with etc…led to the assault occurring

u In essence, this is what creates Rape Culture and allows for victim blaming



Stereotypes & Socialization 

u How do you think language conveys stereotypes surrounding sexual assault?

u Examples:
u “Miscommunication model” of rape aka “he said, she said”

u What a “real” victim looks like?

u What does a “real perpetrator” look like? ( But he is such a “good guy”) 

u Control over victimization

u Gender Polarization 



Legal system and gender stereotypes 

u Gender Polarization
u Sexual aggression is a double standard

u Men have to “make the first move” 

u Masculinity says that men are sexually aggressive and when aroused are “out of control” (Barkan).

u Women are sexually passive and in “complete control” when aroused.

u This idea contributes to the belief that because women are in control, they are responsible for what 
happens to them.

u Rape myths are perpetuated 

u Rigid Gender Norms perpetuated 
u Male privilege = sex is owed

u Female sexual autonomy is questioned



Breaking Gender Norms



Why Language?

u It can be used to conceal or lessen the impact of violence



Violence & Language

u Like Language ,violence is also social

u Violence is unilateral, not mutual (Coates, 1996) 

u Language used often portrays the survivor as a “co-agent”
u Sexual violence involves actions that are against the will of the survivor

u There can only be one agent in a violent crime

u The victim can not be both a mutual and an unwilling participant in the crime

u Leads to victims feeling like they are to blame

u Leads to cases being dismissed

u Example: Forced his mouth on hers vs Kissed her
u What portrays violence in a more accurate manner?



“Sanitizing” Language

u Language that tries to “sanitize” what occurred lessens the impact of violence

u Every effort should be made to avoid using the language of consensual sex to 
describe acts of sexual abuse and assault.

u This language often conceals victims resistance to the violence and implies there 
was control and consent
u Such as: “sexual intercourse”, “had sex” “foreplay” etc.

u Instead, objective language should be used to describe specific body parts and 
sexual acts involved: “penile-vaginal penetration”, “he rubbed his penis” 

u “Date Rape” 
u Rape is rape, there is no penal code definition for “date rape”

u Including “date” sends the message that it is less severe or that the victim has a portion 
of the blame



u Other phrases that should  be avoided when they appear to place 
agency for the sexual act on the victim rather than the perpetrator.  

u Avoid “the victim performed oral sex on the defendant” 

u Instead “The defendant forced his penis in the victim’s mouth”

u Avoid “the victim didn’t resist when the defendant raped her” 

u Instead “After the defendant threatened to hurt her, the victim 
stopped resisting, enabling the defendant to penetrate the victim”

Training Bulletin: Words Matter End Violence Against Women 
International  www.evawintl.org 

Concealing violence



Legitimate Rape?

u Research on sexual assault trials show that the law generates and categorizes “simple rape and 
“real rape” 

u Simple rape being what people think of as “date rape” 

u Real rape being stranger related and includes forceful and physical actions

u If the “real rape” continues to be the only cases prosecuted sexual assault will continue to grow 
exponentially. 
u “Consent” is mentioned 10 times in the penal code when discussing sexual assault

u “Physical force” once and “force” 2 times

u When defining sexual assault the main issue is consent 

u Rape law reforms have broadened definitions of sexual assault, but a large gap still exists between what the 
general public and the criminal justice system view as sexual assault

u The language we use will not only help educate our peers but also help bridge the gap in the community. 







Concealing Violence

u Concealing through dismissing offender responsibility

u Done through blaming and “pathologizing victims”
u 2 separate studies comparing male and female victims of sexual assault revealed that women 

were more likely to be blamed for sexual assaults committed by strangers because of their 
behavior and character (Davies and Rogers; Van Der Bruggen and Grubb).

u The victims were “too trusting” or “careless”

u Reinforces Rape Myths

Wade, Centre for Response-Based Practice 2010



Concealing Violence

u Sexual assault involves force; if it seems like the survivor was not forced or had the 
power to escape and did not, then it makes the case seem less severe, less likely, 
and the victim less credible. 
u She thought about moving…so she must have had control and power to do something. 

u Fear and drive toward self preservation vs Rational chose of an intending agent?

u What drives the actions of the victim of sexual assault is not the free will of an 
autonomous individual, but rather the strong emotions of fear, shock, and confusion 
engendered by the sexual aggression of the offender.

u Rather than recognizing the role that fear and self preservation play in the assault 
adjudicators characterize complainants as non-sensible, ineffective and irrational



Why Language?

u Written Language reinforces rape culture and impacts reporting

u Media and Law Enforcement many times report cases in passive voice and use terms to place 
blame on the victim.
u Steubenville Case- reporters referred to the offenders stating, “Young men’s lives are destroyed” with 

little mention of the victim’s impact.

u Focus on risk reduction and shift responsibility away from the offender

u Research has shown that victims who read news articles that portray “date rape” are less 
likely to report when victimized. 
u Language used in articles creates a “rape-tolerant” attitude

McDonald, Kline (2004). Perceptions of Appropriate Punishment for Committing Rape.











Concealing Violence

u The way we use language keeps our attention 
off of the people who commit the crime

u John beat Mary (active voice).

u Mary was beaten by John (passive voice).

u Mary was beaten.

u Mary was battered.

u Mary is a battered women. 
u John is no longer a part of the equation

u -Jackson Katz 



Writing

u Writing is different from speech

u You can do things with writing that you can not do with speech
u Think/give more thought

u Reword/erase 

u Be more formal



Research on sentence structure 

u Active vs Passive Voice

u Passive Voice sentences have the receiver rather than performer of the action first. 
u Should be used during the following circumstances:

u The performer is not important or not known

u Naming the “actor” could cause embarrassment (business meetings)

u The writer wants to be vague

u Active voice sentences create a clearer visual picture.
u There is an “Actor” or some other entity that does something

u There is someone/thing being acted upon

u Typical structure is S-V-O 



Why does it matter?

u Passive Voice: Writing or speaking becomes more vague and less 
transparent with information 

u Active Voice: Communicates clearer direct message 

u The majority of the time passive voice is used in both report writing 
and when speaking to or about a person who is a victim of sexual or 
domestic violence. 

u Research study by McDonald and Kline (2004) surveying 300 college 
students. 



Example

u “On March 2, 2016, at 1:00 pm, the victim was in her drive way, when she 
was confronted by the suspect. The suspected pointed a handgun and 
fired numerous times striking the victim in the leg and torso.” 

-based on real crime report (identifying details changed )

u Written in active voice

u Clear Subject Verb 



Example

u “On March 2, 2016, at 1:00 pm, the victim was in her drive way, when she 
was confronted by the suspect. The suspect pointed a handgun and fired 
numerous times striking the victim in the leg and torso.” 

-based on real crime report (identifying details changed )

u Clear offender and agency of offender 

u Clear action

u Clear victim

u Clear description of a crime



Example

u “The victim was thrown against the wall and was forced to have sex.”
u Passive Voice

u Describing an event without assigning responsibility.

u Researchers call this “linguistic avoidance” creates an “invisible perpetrator or agent” 
u How can you address a crime with no perpetrator?

u How does that impact the victim?

u “The suspect threw the victim against the wall and forced his penis into his anus”
u Active Voice

u Clear Offender and clear victim



Words

u Claimed
u Uncooperative
u Refused 
u Delayed
u Fondled 
u Story
u No means No
u Choked 
u Alleged

Victim Vs Survivor

ü Stated, said or reported
ü Reluctant, hesitant
ü Declined at this time
ü 2 days after, acute
ü Assaulted, touched without 

consent
ü Victim states or reports, subjected 

to
ü Yes means Yes Law
ü Strangled 
ü Reported



Phrases for Accuracy during an Interview

u Questions that foster an accurate victim interview
u What did you remember next?

u Can you help me understand?

u Tell me what you were thinking at that point?

u Tell me what you were feeling when he/she did that?

u Can you tell me more about that?



Documentation

u If you have to document hospital accompaniment with a survivor, use minimal 
descriptors. (advocates)
u “Was brought to the hospital because of a sexual assault” “Sexually assaulted”

u Avoid using phrases that convey consensual sex when discussing the assault

u Report what you saw not what you didn’t see



The message we send

u You contributed to the crime

u We are investigating you

u You could be at fault

u I don’t believe you

u This isn’t worth reporting

u The reality is that research shows that distorted accounts are common in both the criminal justice 
and human services settings*
u Highly linked with consistent use of specific linguistic devices (Passive voice)

u They continue to foster unjust and “ineffective social responses to violence”

Centre for Response-Basked Practice, 2010



Who is missing from the Movement?

u Language creates a gap:
u Between survivors and justice

u Between survivors and healing

u Between survivors and validation

u Minorities or Global majorities and underserved survivors are even more at risk
u What language are we using to communicate with those who have a language barrier

u What language do we advertise in brochures, website, and other media to show 
acceptance of all survivors (regardless of culture, orientation, race, or religion)















Continuum of Family & 
Sexual Violence

Physical Violence

Push Punch Slap Kick Throw
Objects

Strangle Use of
Weapon 

Homicide/
Suicide

Death

Verbal/Emotional Violence

Suicide
Name
Calling

Criticizing Insulting Ignoring Yelling Isolating Humiliating Depression/
Substance Abuse

Sexual Violence

Rape
Unwanted 
Touching

Sexual
Insults/
Jokes

Unfaithfulness False
Accusation

Forced Sex Hurtful Sex



What is an advocate to do?

u Advocate for Legislative changes

u Educate through SART

u Educate on scene

u Create a list of best practices

u Encourage reviewing of reports through a multi-disciplinary approach. 
u Who is your partner in SART that can support this change

u Educate media, host a training

u Be aware of your words toward survivors/victims and the words you choose 
when talking to others about a case



Words Matter



Language Matters
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